
 

 

ASCENDED MASTER LORD SANANDA / JESUS 
  Beloved Jesus Emanuel   
v Lord Sananda / Master Jesus 

v World Teacher 

v One of the Seven Holy Kumaras 

v Office in the Hierarchy, World Teacher Along with Lord Kuthumi  

& Lord Buddha  

v Twin Flame / Divine Complement: Lady Magda (Mary Magdalene) 

v Divine Qualities: Love, Healing, Illumination 

 
As Avatar of the Piscean Age, Jesus of Nazareth was the living embodiment of the Christ 
Expression on Earth. He transformed into his Christ Self through a fully activated 3-Fold Flame of 
Love, Wisdom and Power, the Trinity of Father/Child/Holy Mother Spirit. His miraculous incarnation 
put in motion the divine momentum of this cosmic moment in which all humans  have the capacity 
to experience their own Christ Self through full self realization as Divine Love. Jesus serves as 
Lord Sananda with Kuthumi in the office of World Teacher and brings the qualities of love, healing 
and illumination. He teaches us how to follow his example and become the living incarnation of the 
God I AM. 

Sananda was until recently Chohan of the sixth ray and has served as World Teacher. Although he retains 
some influence on the 6th ray, which is the ray of idealism and devotion, he is currently working through 
the Mahachohan to bring enlightenment to Earth to allow the Higher Rays to manifest and be anchored. 
He is a Divine Master of the Cosmic Light Command, and has been given the dispensations of pure 
devotion, resurrection and may bring the pure Love of God to anyone who asks for it. His Etheric retreat is 
situated over the North Pole, where he is also Guardian of the Inner Earth. 

Like many of the Masters he has spent lifetimes on Earth influencing and directing the births and 
developments of the worlds' religions. Past lives have included Melchisadek (the teacher of Abraham), 
Joshua, Enoch (who was overshadowed by Melchisadek and influenced by Metatron to form the "Keys of 
Enoch" - a set of spiritual" rules", rather like the ten commandments), Jeshua, Joseph of technicolour 
dream coat fame and Zend (the father of Zoroaster who founded the Zoroastrian religion). His best known 
lifetime was as Jesus the Christ ("Christ" symbolises the frequency which means "One with God") founder 
of the Christian religion. He was overshadowed for the last 3 years of that life by Lord Maitreya who 
headed the Office of the Christ, and was leader of the Great White Brotherhood. 

Sananda works with the masses and tries to neutralise the errors of theologians who (often incorrectly) 
interpret his teachings in his lifetime as Jesus. One of the current goals of the 6th ray is to create one 
world religion, whereby the pathway is not the focus, but the destiny is. The creation of this would mean 
true enlightenment - after all, much of the troubles on Earth are related to misguided perceptions about 
one religion's path being the "only true way". He also works to remove fears and feelings of self-doubt 
from us and to awaken the Christ Consciousness within us. His love for us and desire to see us become 
complete, perfect and whole is never ending.  
 
Aetheric Retreats: One of His Etheric retreat is situated over the North Pole, where he is also Guardian of 
the Inner Earth; Temple of the Resurrection over the Holy Lands in Israel 
 


